
ScreenLifter 108

Display System

Using the ScreenLifter 108 the handling and setup of the newest generation of 108”large-screen-displays becomes a mere
child´s play. Touching a button, the up to 500lbs heavy display unloads itself out of the flight case. Thanks to the heavy
duty and precise drive unit, the installation-height of the display is continuously variable.

The ScreenLifter combines a design stand and - due to the integrated shock-absorbing system - a secure and comfortable
transport and handling-system that allows the tool-free setup by one hand instead of four strong men. The setup is even
more secure, because the display stays always tight attached to the stand. The ScreenLifter 108 protects your valuable
display and saves precious assembly time and person costs in one step. In the development of the ScreenLifter 108 the
focus was set to perfect function and premium design. In using high-end materials with durable coatings, brought to an
aesthetic form, the ScreenLifter became a piece of art instead of simple styling.

With it’s clear, slim but discreet design the ScreenLifter accommodates the unique screen and it’s typical applications.
All functions are tool free and partly even supported by the integrated control software. During the setup there is no
assistance needed by any tools or additives. The mobility is always guaranteed, even after setup the system fits though
every standard door. The integrated LED display of the microprozessor controlled lifting device shows automatically the
height of the display during setup. A cable remote control is optionally available.
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FEATURES & FUNCTIONS

 Aesthetic and functional design stand for 108” displays.
 Electrical self up- and unload function.
 Tool free setup by only 1 person in a few minutes.
 Secure transport system with shock absorbing system.
 Step less electrical height adjustment and 90° rotate function.
 Robust steel and aluminum construction.


